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Abstract

The process of Radiative Electron Capture (REC) in relativistic collisions of high-Z ions with low-Z gaseous and solid targets is studied experimentally and theoretically. The observed x-ray spectra are analysed with respect to photon angular distributions as well as to total K-REC cross sections. The experimental results for angle-differential cross sections are well-reproduced by exact relativistic calculations which yield significant deviations from standard $\sin^2 \theta$ distributions. Total cross sections for K-REC are shown to follow a simple scaling rule obtained from exact relativistic calculations as well as from a non-relativistic dipole approximation. The agreement between these different theoretical approaches must be regarded as fortuitous, but it lends support to the use of the non-relativistic approach for practical purposes.

1 Introduction

In encounters of multiply charged ions and solid or gaseous matter a target electron may undergo a direct transition into a bound state of the projectile. In order to satisfy energy and momentum conservation laws such a process requires the presence of an additional particle. In the case of the non-radiative (Coulomb) electron capture, the third particle involved in the collision is the target atom. Alternatively, the coupling between the electron and the electromagnetic field of the moving ion may result in electron capture via simultaneous emission of a photon carrying away the energy and momentum difference between the initial and final electron states. Radiative electron capture (REC) is the dominant electron capture channel in fast encounters of heavy ions with light target atoms. If the kinetic energy of the electron in the projectile system greatly exceeds the initial binding energy in the target atom, one may disregard the latter, so that REC is equivalent to radiative recombination (RR) of highly stripped projectiles with free electrons. In
a next improvement, one may take into account the electron binding by adopting the impulse approximation, which folds the initial electronic momentum distribution into the cross section for radiative recombination.

Within the impulse approximation, REC can be considered as the time-reversed photoionization, a process that was already the subject of theoretical studies since the early days of the development of quantum mechanics [1, 2]. The principle of detailed balance then allows one to derive cross sections for REC directly from those of photoionization. On this basis, Stobbe presented a general formalism for describing radiative recombination into arbitrary projectile states in the framework of a non-relativistic dipole approximation [2]. This approach has been successfully and widely applied for understanding several astrophysical and related phenomena [3, 4] as well as for predicting radiative recombination processes of exotic particles with bare ions [5–7]. More recently, a rigorous relativistic formalism was developed, which provides an accurate description of the REC and RR processes, even for the heaviest ions at relativistic velocities [8].

Although the process has been known for such a long time, the emission of a REC photon has been observed for the first time in the early 70's [9–11] and was a subject of an extensive study during the last years [12–28]. Most of these experimental and theoretical efforts were stimulated by the increasing interest in recombination processes due to their relevance for accelerator/storage-ring based research [29–31] and for new developments in the field of electron-beam-ion-sources [32]. For example, a detailed knowledge of this process is required for QED experiments using heavy bare and H-like projectiles [26,33–36], for predictions of charge state distributions of relativistic heavy ion beams [37,38] and in electron-beam ion-traps [39], and for the estimation of beam losses in storage rings [40]. Very recently, also its impact on nuclear physics experiments was pointed out [41].

In the current paper, we report on results of x-ray and charge-exchange experiments related to radiative capture. Owing to its relevance for the high-velocity regime, where
the experimental data are rather scarce, the main goal of the present investigation was to extend the information on REC up to the heaviest ion species (Au, Pb, Bi, U) at relativistic energies. The experimental as well as the theoretical proof of a scaling for K-REC cross sections, independently of the collision system, and its extension to total charge-exchange cross-sections related to REC was one of the main subjects of these studies. The experiments were performed at the two experimental areas of the Heavy-Ion Synchrotron/Storage-Ring facility (SIS/ESR) at GSI in Darmstadt [42] which are well suited for atomic reaction studies; namely, the Fragment Separator (FRS) [43] and the gas-jet target at the ESR [44].

Details of the experimental arrangements as well as of the detection techniques and the data acquisition are described in the following Section 2, where a typical raw charge-exchange particle spectrum and x-ray emission spectrum is shown. Then, in Section 3, the theory of radiative electron capture is discussed. In this Section a rigorous relativistic treatment of the REC is given and the results are compared with the standard non-relativistic dipole-approximation. In Section 4, the shell differential radiative capture—essentially into the K-shell—is discussed. Our experimental data for strong projectile potentials are also compared with all available literature data in the light of a general cross-section scaling. This scaling law for K-REC is extended in Section 5 to total radiative capture cross sections related to REC, which were determined via charge-exchange measurements. In the last Section 6 the general agreement between theory and experiment is emphasized and remaining open questions are discussed.
2 Experiments Description

2.1 Experimental Arrangements

The presented data were gained for different target-projectile combinations during various experiments utilizing the FRS for measurements with solid targets and the internal gas-jet of the ESR for measurements with gaseous targets. In Table 1 the relevant parameters for the collision systems studied are summarized, and the corresponding experiment location at the SIS/ESR facility is indicated. In addition, the resulting K-REC cross sections as well as the total charge-exchange cross-sections related to radiative capture are given in the table.

For the experiments, the high-Z ion beams were pre-accelerated at the UNILAC up to an energy of 11.4 MeV/u. Here, the ions traversed a first stripper foil and were directed into the SIS Synchrotron. After reaching the final beam energies (in the range between 90 and 1000 MeV/u) the ions were extracted from the SIS and injected into the transfer line towards the FRS or the ESR.

In the case of the experiments performed at the ESR, the ions were stripped in front of the storage ring to high charge states in a 100 mg/cm² thick Cu foil. The outgoing bare or H-like ion species were magnetically separated and finally injected into the ESR. Here, the ions were cooled and accumulated up to a typical number of stored projectiles of about $10^7$. After the stacking procedure, the gas-jet was switched on. Molecular nitrogen with a thickness of $4 \times 10^{11}$ particles/cm² was used as reaction target for all applied projectile species and collision energies. Additionally, for the uranium experiment, an Ar jet with a target thickness of $5 \times 10^{11}$ particles/cm² could be used for reaction studies. During the experiment, the electron cooling was contionously active balancing the small beam energy losses in the gas-target. A sketch of the experimental set-up at the ESR gas-target is given in Fig. 1. As shown in the Figure, the reaction area of the gas-target was
surrounded by three Ge(i) x-ray detectors mounted at observation angles of 48°, 90°, and 132° with respect to the beam axis. In contrast to the backward direction (132°), where a conventional x-ray detector with an active area of 500 mm² and a thickness of 10 mm was installed, the large Doppler broadening at 90° and 48° observation angles required the application of specially designed granular x-ray detectors. In particular, the x-ray detector mounted at the 48° position (crystal thickness 12 mm) was subdivided into 7 independent segments (parallel stripes with active areas of 3.5×24 mm² each, furnished with separate read-outs). This detector delivered 7 independent spectra with relatively small individual Doppler broadenings. The Doppler shift was corrected separately for each segment. The resulting sum spectrum combines the advantage of the large total solid angle of $\frac{4\pi}{4\pi} = 3 \cdot 10^{-3}$ with the narrow Doppler broadening of one segment. The segmented 5 mm thick Ge(i) detector at 90° observation angle covered in total a solid angle of $\frac{4\pi}{4\pi} = 3 \cdot 10^{-4}$. The detector was divided into 5 independent segments, 4 quadrants (forward, backward, top, and bottom) with the same size of 65 mm² each and one central part with an active area of 36 mm². The detectors at the forward and backward angles were separated by 100 μm thick Be windows from the high-vacuum system of the ESR whereas for 90° a 50 μm thick stainless steel window was used. Downstream from the target area, behind the next dipole magnet, a position sensitive multi-wire detector (MWPC) detected ions having captured one electron in collisions with the target atoms (molecules). For the absolute normalization of the data, the current of the circulating ion beam was measured by a calibrated current transformer installed in the ring, whereas the revolution frequency of the particles was determined via the analysis of the Shottky-noise spectrum.

In Figure 2, the relevant features for the experimental arrangement at the FRS are shown. For the charge-exchange experiments at the FRS, a high resolution ion-optical spectrometer [43], the slow extraction mode of the SIS was utilized, with a typical spill length of two seconds and a repetition rate of 1 spill per 6 seconds. At the entrance of the
FRS the ions passed through an Al or Cu stripper foil (depending on the experimental requirements). Thereafter, the emerging charge states were magnetically separated. Using collimator slits mounted at the first dispersive focal plane, ion beams with one well-defined charge state were produced and focused after a further magnetic purification onto thin charge-exchange foils. The thickness of the selfsupporting beryllium, carbon or aluminum reaction targets, with diameters between 2 cm and 3 cm, was typically 500 \( \mu \text{g/cm}^2 \). It guaranteed single collision condition for all projectile species and energies used. The diameter of the beam spot on the target was typically between 3 and 5 mm. Downstream from this reaction foil the outgoing charge states were once again magnetically analysed and separated. A 100 \% transmission efficiency was permitted by ion optical settings of the separator which were especially developed for these atomic physics experiments [43].

In charge-exchange experiments the ions were detected by a position sensitive MWPC counter installed at the end of beam line, whereby the beam intensity on the detector was reduced to about \( 10^3 \) ions/s.

In the case of a dedicated x-ray/particle coincidence experiment the reaction area was viewed by two, opposite facing granular Ge(i) detectors (for the crystal segment geometry compare the 90° detector used for the ESR experiments as discussed above). One of the detectors was mounted close to the target foils with a total solid angle of \( \frac{\Delta \Omega}{4 \pi} = 3 \cdot 10^{-3} \). The second one was placed farther apart to reduce Doppler broadening, allowing to resolve the \( K_{\alpha 1} \) and \( K_{\alpha 2} \) transitions produced via electron capture to the projectile. Both the detectors were separated from the FRS vacuum by 50 \( \mu \text{m} \) thick stainless steel windows.

For this kind of experiments, the MWPC counter for the particle detection was replaced by three plastic scintillator detectors permitting a high particle detection rate of up to \( 10^7 \) ions/s. They also enabled to register independently ions with charge state \( Q-1 \) (capture into the projectile), \( Q \) (incident charge state), and \( Q+1 \) (projectile electron loss).
2.2 Data acquisition and analysis

Standard NIM/CAMAC modules were used in all experiments for data acquisition. The x-ray spectra supplied by each detector (and detector segment) were recorded independently event-by-event in coincidence with each particle counter. All x-ray and particle detectors were connected to fast CAMAC scalers in order to correct for possible electronic dead time effects. However, the latter was avoided by keeping the event rate below 100 Hz, corresponding to primary beam intensities below $10^6$ particles per second. All x-ray detectors, including their electronics, were energy and efficiency calibrated with $^{182}$Ta, $^{133}$Ba, and $^{241}$Am sources. The systematic error introduced by the efficiency calibration was largest for X-ray energies higher than 130 keV and can be estimated to be of the order of 10%. For the registered coincident X-ray events, the random coincidences were found to be almost negligible. Nevertheless, for data evaluation, the random contributions were subtracted from the true coincident X-ray spectra in all the cases. The solid angles of the x-ray detectors could be precisely deduced by laser assisted trigonometry.

In Fig. 3, a typical x-ray spectrum is shown, measured by the backward detector ($\theta=132^\circ$) at the internal gas-target of the ESR. The red shifted spectrum was taken in coincidence with the down-charged ions for 230 MeV/u Pb$^{81+}$ → N$_2$ collisions (not corrected for photon detection efficiency). The x-ray energy range covers the L$\alpha$, $\beta$ and K$\alpha$, $\beta$ transition energies as well as the energy regime for REC into bound projectile states. As seen in the Figure, the spectrum is entirely governed by REC into the ground state and excited states of the projectile. Due to the partially blocked K-shell of the projectiles, the yield of K and L-REC photons is comparable. The REC into excited states leads partially, via cascades, to the well-resolved K$\alpha_1$ and K$\alpha_2$ transitions. For completeness we like to add, that the x-ray detectors located at 48° and 90° were essentially used for the spectroscopic analysis of the characteristic Ly$\alpha$ and K$\alpha$ transitions [36]. In particular, the REC transitions could not be measured by these detectors with sufficient statistics.
as a consequence of the low detection efficiency due to the strong blue shift at forward direction \((\theta = 48^\circ)\) and to the very small solid angle at \(\theta = 90^\circ\).

The absolute charge-exchange cross-sections in solid targets, measured at FRS, were determined either directly from the scaler increments of the scintillator detectors or from the position spectra recorded by a MWPC counter. Fig. 4 shows, as an example, the charge state spectrum measured at the FRS for 221 MeV/u Au\(^{78+}\) ions which have traversed a 400 \(\mu g/cm^2\) thick C target.

The systematic uncertainties of the measured total cross sections, extracted out of the scaler increments of the scintillator detectors, can be attributed to possible amplitude variation of the fast timing signals depending on the primary beam intensity used. This was checked online by comparing the ratios of the scaler increments for different primary beam intensities, which were varied between \(10^4\) and \(10^6\) particles per second. Within an accuracy of better than 10% we didn’t observe any of such fluctuations. In the case where MWPC counters were used, the main uncertainty arises from a possible position dependent detection efficiency. By changing the positions of the various charge states on the MWPC counters, no position dependent detection efficiency could be observed within a statistical uncertainty of about 10%. Within the statistical uncertainties, the results of both methods (MWPC and plastic counters) were found to be consistent.

In contrast to the FRS experiments, where the thicknesses of the solid targets are known within a precision of about 5%, the effective target thickness of the internal gas-target gives the largest uncertainty contribution for the ESR data. Here, an overall uncertainty of 20% must be assumed.
3 Theory

In radiative electron capture (REC) during a collision between a high-Z projectile and a low-Z target, where $Z$ is the atomic charge number, the loosely bound target electrons can be regarded as quasi-free. It is then a good approximation to substitute for REC the radiative recombination (RR) of the projectile with free electrons moving with the velocity $v$ towards it. This process is the inverse of the photoelectric effect, in which a photon with energy $h\omega$ (and wave number $k$) hits the projectile atom and ejects an electron with the velocity $v$.

3.1 Non-relativistic dipole approximation

For a first estimate, we assume that $h\omega \ll m_ec^2$ and $\alpha Z \ll 1$, where $m_e$ is the electron mass, $c$ the speed of light, $\alpha = 1/137.036$ the fine-structure constant, and $Z$ is now the projectile charge number. Under these conditions, it is justified to adopt the non-relativistic dipole approximation for calculating the cross section for the photoelectric effect or for radiative recombination. Within this framework, the general result for radiative recombination into an arbitrary final $(n, l)$ state of a bare ion has been given by Stobbe [2] in the form

$$\sigma_{nl}^{\text{Stobbe}} = \frac{\pi^2}{3} \alpha^3 a_0^2 \left( \frac{\nu^3}{1 + \nu^2} \right)^2 \left( (l + 1) |C_{nl}^{l+1}(\nu)|^2 + l |C_{nl}^{l-1}|^2 \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\nu = \alpha Z/n\beta$ is the Sommerfeld parameter, $\beta = v/c$ and $a_0$ the Bohr radius. The quantities $C_{nl}^{l\pm1}$ are the dipole matrix elements for transitions between bound states $(n, l)$ and continuum states with angular momenta $l \pm 1$ and energy $E_{\text{kin}}$. The expression (1) has been evaluated by various authors [2, 7, 48, 49] and tabulated results can be found in [49]. An estimate for REC cross sections for very light target atoms ($\alpha Z_T \ll 1$) can be obtained from Eq. (1) by multiplying $\sigma_{nl}^{\text{Stobbe}}$ with the number $Z_T$ of quasi-free electrons in the target [12]. If only capture into the 1s-state is considered, Eq. (1) simplifies to the
well-known expression [50]

\[ \sigma_{1s}^{\text{Stobbe}} = 9.165 \times \left( \frac{\nu^3}{1 + \nu^2} \right)^2 \frac{e^{-4\nu \arctan(1/\nu)}}{1 - e^{-2\pi \nu}} \times 10^{-21} \text{cm}^2 \] (2)

It is interesting to note that the projectile charge number \( Z \) and the velocity \( \nu \) enter the Stobbe cross sections (1) or (2) not separately, but only in the combination \( Z/\nu \) occurring in the Sommerfeld parameter \( \nu \). Within Stobbe's non-relativistic dipole approximation, the differential cross section in the laboratory system is given by

\[ \frac{d\sigma_{1s}^{\text{Stobbe}}}{d\Omega} = \sigma_{1s}^{\text{Stobbe}} \frac{3}{8\pi} \sin^2 \theta, \] (3)

where \( \theta = \theta_{\text{lab}} \) denotes the angle between the directions of the incoming electron and the emitted photon in the laboratory system.

The Stobbe approximation is valid only for \( \nu \ll c \) and for rather low photon energies. If the photon wave length becomes comparable to the K-shell radius, it is not sufficient to confine oneself to the lowest-order term in the expansion of the photon plane wave, that is, one has to take into account the retardation. Furthermore, for a fast moving projectile, one has to Lorentz transform the angular distribution from the projectile system into the laboratory system. It has been shown by Spindler [16] that both effects tend to cancel each other in the angular distribution, so that a \( \sin^2 \theta \) distribution may be still valid at higher collision energies. Nevertheless, the Stobbe treatment becomes questionable for high-\( Z \) projectiles.

3.2 Exact relativistic treatment

If one adopts the picture of quasi-free target electrons moving in the target with a momentum distribution \( \rho(q) \), a rigorous description of REC proceeds in the following steps, see e.g. [8,51]: (a) One calculates the exact relativistic differential cross section of the photoelectric effect for the projectile in the projectile system. (b) By the principle of
detailed balance, the corresponding cross section for radiative recombination is derived.

(c) Using the impulse approximation, this cross section is convoluted with the momentum
distributions of the electrons in the target atom. (d) The resulting cross section is Lorentz
transformed to the laboratory system.

(a) Relativistic cross sections for photoionization have been calculated in the past
[52,53] and are, usually for the K shell, available in tabulated form [52]. These existing	tabulations for exactly evaluated cross sections are sometimes not suitable for calculating
differential cross section on a sufficiently dense mesh. Therefore, an independent computer
code has been developed [8], which assumes unpolarized photons and electrons and uses
exact wave functions \(\psi_{j_b,\mu_b}(r)\) and \(\psi_{p,m_s}(r)\) for bound and continuum states, respectively.

For a given photon energy, the differential cross section for a single electron is

\[
\frac{d\sigma_{ph}}{d\Omega} = \frac{\alpha^2 m c^2}{4\hbar \omega} \frac{a_0^2}{2j_b + 1} \sum_{\mu_b}\sum_{m_s} |M_{p,b}(m_s, \lambda_+, \mu_b)|^2,
\]

where the average over the \((2j_b + 1)\) angular momentum projections \(\mu_b\) in the bound state
\(b\) is taken and a summation over the spin projections \(m_s = \pm \frac{1}{2}\) of the emitted electron
is performed. Furthermore, the average is taken over the circular polarizations \(\lambda_+ = 1\)
and \(\lambda_+ = -1\) of the incoming photon. Because of the summation over all other angular
momentum projections, \(\mu_b\) and \(m_s\), this is equivalent to taking one photon polarization,
e.g. \(\lambda_+ = 1\) only. The transition matrix element is

\[
M_{p,b}(m_s, \lambda_+, \mu_b) = \int \psi_{p,m_s}^*(r) \alpha \cdot \mathbf{u}_+ e^{i\mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{r}} \psi_{j_b,\mu_b}(r) \, d^3r,
\]

where \(\alpha\) is the Dirac alpha matrix and \(\mathbf{u}_+\) is the unit vector of photon polarization.
Within \(\psi_{p,m_s}(r)\), the summation over the partial waves with the Dirac quantum number
\(\kappa\) is carried to a maximum value \(|\kappa_{\text{max}}|\) as required for convergence. The integration is
performed numerically.

(b) Once the cross section \(\sigma_{ph}(\omega', \theta')\) for photoionization in the projectile frame (de-
noted by primed quantities) has been computed, it is a simple matter to write down the
cross section $\sigma_{RR}(E', \theta')$ for radiative recombination. By the principle of detailed balance, the cross section for radiative recombination is written as

$$\frac{d^2\sigma_{RR}(E', \theta')}{dE' d\Omega'_{ph}} = (2j_b + 1) \left( \frac{\hbar \omega'}{m_e c^2} \right)^2 \frac{1}{\beta^2 \gamma^2} \frac{d^2\sigma_{ph}(E', \theta')}{dE' d\Omega'_{el}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Here, the factor $(2j_b + 1)$ converts the averaging of Eq. (4) into a summation, while $\beta = v/c$, and $\gamma = (1 - \beta^2)^{-1/2}$ is the Lorentz factor.

(c) From the exact cross section (6) for radiative recombination, one can derive the REC cross section by adopting the impulse approximation and convoluting $\sigma_{RR}$ with the momentum distribution $\rho(q)$ of the electrons in the target atom. Denoting the initial total energy (including the rest mass) of the initial and final atomic states in the projectile frame by $E'_i$ and $E'_f$, respectively, one obtains

$$\frac{d^2\sigma_{REC}(\omega', \theta')}{d\omega' d\Omega'} = \int d^3 q \frac{d\sigma_{RR}(q')}{d\Omega'} \rho(q) \delta(\hbar \omega' + E'_f - E'_i),$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where the delta function ensures energy conservation. If the transverse momentum distribution of the electrons in the initial state $i$ is ignored, one may express the REC cross section with the aid of the Compton profile $J_i(q_s)$. Following Ichihara et al [8], we here use a rigorous relativistic addition of momenta, which takes into account that the effective momentum of the target electron with respect to the projectile does not usually coincide with the beam direction. The momentum density $\rho(q)$ is obtained by Fourier transforming appropriate Roothaan-Hartree-Fock wave functions [8].

(d) Finally, one has to transform all quantities into the laboratory system (unprimed quantities) [51]:

$$\omega' = \gamma \omega(1 - \beta \cos \theta)$$
$$\cos \theta' = \frac{\cos \theta - \beta}{1 - \beta \cos \theta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

If one is interested in the angular distribution at a fixed frequency, say at the resonance frequency $\omega'_0$ in the projectile system or in the complete integral over the resonance line,
one obtains the laboratory angular distribution by multiplying with the well-known ratio

\[ \frac{d\Omega'}{d\Omega} = \frac{1}{\gamma^2(1 - \beta \cos \theta)^2} \]  

(9)

of the differential solid angles, so that the desired single-differential cross section becomes

\[ \frac{d\sigma_{REC}(\theta)}{d\Omega} = \frac{d\sigma_{REC}(\theta')}{d\Omega'} \frac{d\Omega'}{d\Omega} \]  

(10)

Figure 5 gives the single differential K- and L-REC cross sections for 295 MeV/u U^{92+} \rightarrow N collisions as a function of the observation angle in the laboratory system. In the case of the K-REC angular distribution, the result of the full relativistic calculation (see full line in Fig. 5a) is compared with the non-relativistic angular distribution given by Eq. (3) (compare dashed-dotted line in Fig. 5a). In addition, the experimental differential K and L-REC cross sections are presented in the Figure, measured at an observation angle of \( \theta = 132^\circ \) in 295 MeV/u U^{92+} \rightarrow N_2 collisions. For comparison, we reduced all our data for the molecular gas target (N_2) to an atomic nitrogen target by assuming \( \sigma(N) = \sigma(N_2)/2 \). The data (see full points in Fig. 5) are discussed in section 4. According to the relativistic description, the differential cross-sections for K-REC show a pronounced deviation from symmetry around \( \theta = 90^\circ \) and the maximum of the distribution is markedly shifted into forward direction. As discussed in detail by Ichihara et al. [8], this behavior is essentially associated with the occurrence of magnetic (spin-flip) transitions which are not considered by a non-relativistic theory.

### 3.3 Comparison of theoretical total RR cross sections

Even though the differential cross sections may differ markedly from the form (3) given by the non-relativistic dipole approximation, it was noted by Stöhlker et al. [25,54] from a comparison with tabulated photoionization cross sections that this is not the case for total cross sections, a result that was confirmed recently by systematic relativistic calculations.
of Ichihara et al. [8]. In order to show this for a large number of collision systems, it is useful to define an "adiabaticity parameter" \( \eta \) by connecting it to the Sommerfeld parameter \( \nu \) through the relation

\[
\eta = 1/\nu^2 \simeq 40.31 \times \frac{E_{\text{kin}}(\text{MeV/u})}{Z^2}.
\]  

(11)

This parameter decides whether a collision is "fast" (\( \eta > 1 \)) or "slow" (\( \eta < 1 \)). The \( \eta \) parameter is convenient for presenting RR or REC cross sections per target electron independently of the collision system.

Before comparing with experimental data, we first present theoretical results in Figs. 6–8, obtained, on the one hand with the non-relativistic dipole approximation, Eqs. (1) and (2), and on the other hand from exact relativistic calculations using the computer code of [8]. While in Fig. 6, for \( \eta > 1 \), the non-relativistic dipole approximation yields a single universal curve for \( \sigma_{1s}^{\text{Stobbe}} \) as a function of \( \eta \), the exact relativistic treatment leads to separate curves for each of the projectile charges \( Z \). It is interesting to note that the family of the exactly calculated curves (see dashed lines in the figure) do not deviate very much from the one of the non-relativistic dipole approximation (full line in Fig. 6). This is true even for relativistic energies (up to 1 GeV/u), where the energy-velocity relation is far from the non-relativistic limit assumed in the definition (11), and where the dipole approximation certainly breaks down. In Figure 7, the comparison between the full relativistic and the non-relativistic theory is extended to total RR cross sections. For the dipole approximation, all final \( n \)-states up to \( n=20 \) were considered, whereby the prescription for evaluating Eq. (1) given by Burgess [48] was applied, which enables a fast analytical computation for any arbitrary \((n,l)\) state. The dashed lines in Fig. 7 represent the total RR cross sections of the fully relativistic calculations for various projectile \( Z \) systems \((Z=40, 60, 80, 100)\). Here, only capture to the K, L, and M shells is considered. Radiative capture into final projectile states with \( n>3 \) can be neglected, since in the high-collision velocity-regime, \( \sigma^{RR} \) scales approximately with \( 1/n^3 \) [51]. This is illustrated
in Fig. 8, where the cross sections for capture into the K, K+L, and K+L+M shells of various bare projectile systems are plotted versus the projectile energy (for \( \sigma_K \) compare the dashed lines, for \( \sigma_K + \sigma_L \) compare the dashed-dotted lines, and for \( \sigma_K + \sigma_L + \sigma_M \) compare the full lines in Fig. 8, respectively).

Comparing the calculated total RR cross-sections, plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of the \( \eta \)-parameter, the same behavior as for K-REC can be stated, i.e. the theoretical data fall on one common curve for low \( \eta \)-values (\( \eta \leq 1 \)), whereas for higher \( \eta \) values the data diverge slightly. We have to add, that for \( Z=60 \) the theoretical curve coincides completely, over the full \( \eta \)-range, with the total capture cross-sections derived from the dipole-approximation, cf. Eq. (1). For \( Z=60 \) the curve includes collision energies up to 2 GeV/u.

The astonishing agreement between relativistic calculations and classical approach observed in Fig. 6 and 7, at least for not too high atomic numbers, must be regarded as fortuitous. Nevertheless, it provides a legitimation for the convenience of comparing experimental total cross sections with the easily calculated universal Stobbe curve. This is done in Sec. 5.

4 X-ray production related to REC

4.1 X-ray energy spectra

In Figure 9, we present the efficiency-corrected x-ray spectra, taken in coincidence with the down-charged ions at the internal gas-target of the ESR. The first two spectra (Fig. 9a and 9b) correspond to capture from \( \text{N}_2 \) molecules into bare \( \text{U}^{92+} \) and H-like \( \text{U}^{91} \) ions which were taken at a collision energy of 295 MeV/u. The third spectrum (Fig. 9c) was recorded for the collision system \( \text{U}^{92+} \rightarrow \text{Ar} \) at the same collision energy. All coincidence spectra plotted in the figure were observed at a detection angle of 132°. The energy range displayed in the
figure covers the x-ray energy regime relevant for radiative electron-capture transitions into the ground state and into exited states of the projectile. As seen in Fig. 9, all these REC contributions are clearly resolved. The comparison between Fig. 9b ($^{U^{91+}}\rightarrow N_2$) and Fig. 9a ($^{U^{92+}}\rightarrow N_2$) manifests a reduction by a factor of two of the K-REC intensity, in comparison to REC into excited projectile states, due to the partially blocked K-shell channel. Moreover, the comparison of the spectra plotted in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9c illustrates that the REC-line width is correlated with the target atomic number $Z$ and reflects the Compton profile of the initially bound target electrons. Due to the stronger binding of the K-shell electrons in Ar the base of the REC lines is scowed and considerably broader than for the $N_2$ target.

The centroids of the lines ($\bar{E}_{\text{REC}}$) appear close to the energy given by [8,55]:

$$\bar{E}_{\text{REC}} = \frac{E_{\text{kin}} + |E_f| - \gamma |E_i|}{\gamma(1 - \beta \cos \theta)},$$  

(12)

where $E_f$ and $E_i$ denote the final and initial electron binding energy of the active electron. By knowing precisely the kinetic energy ($E_{\text{kin}}$) of the ions as well as the observation angle $\theta$, the relation between the binding energy of the final state $E_f$ and the REC photon energy can be applied as an important tool for the spectroscopic study of binding energies of high-$Z$ ions [26,55]. Here, it is important to note that the electron momentum within the target has also a transverse component with respect to the beam direction. Therefore, as discussed by Ichihara et al. [8] (compare also section 3), the direction of the electron momentum seen by the projectile deviates slightly from the $z$-direction defined by the beam. This complication has never been considered before in connection with the analysis of REC centroid energies [26,55]. We expect that the integration over the spherical momentum distribution of target electrons will lead essentially to an additional broadening, and also to a slight shift of the REC centroid energies. However, for a precise determination of the total binding energies $E_f$, this effect must be taken into account.
Here, we do not extract the binding energies as the uncertainties for both, the x-ray energy efficiency corrections and the counting statistics, are too large.

4.2 Radiative capture to the K-shell

In order to obtain the differential K and L-REC cross-section values, the following fit formula has been applied for the line-shape analysis of the measured REC spectral distributions:

\[
\frac{d^2 \sigma}{d\Omega d\omega} = \sum_j c_j \left[ \frac{1}{\gamma \beta c} \sum_i \int dq_z J_i(q_z) \frac{d\sigma_j}{d\Omega} \delta_j \right],
\]

where the primed variables denote the projectile frame and the unprimed quantities the target frame. Furthermore, \( J_i \) is the Compton profile of the electron in the initial target orbital \( i \), while \( q_z \) is the projection of the electron momentum onto the beam axis, and the quantities \( c_j \) are fitting parameters. For the \( \delta \)-function compare Eq. (7). Following the description of Kleber et al. [12], the quantity in the square brackets of Eq. (13) represents the double differential cross section for REC into a specific projectile substate \( j \). For the differential cross section \( d\sigma_j^{\text{REC}}/d\Omega \) we applied the prescription of the dipole approximation [2], which is known to correctly predict the energy dependence of REC. For the Compton profiles the calculated values of Biggs et al. [56] were used. The results were transformed to the laboratory frame and convoluted by a rectangular function in order to account for the Doppler broadening. Using a \( \chi^2 \) minimizing routine, the resulting line shape was adjusted to the measured REC distribution via simultaneous variation of the parameters \( c_j \). In addition, a linear background was subtracted. As depicted in Fig. 9 by the full curves, a good agreement between the applied spectral line analysis and the measured REC spectra can be stated.

In Figure 5, the differential K and L- REC cross-section values gained by the spectrum analysis are compared with exact relativistic calculations (see full points in Fig. 5). Within the total experimental uncertainty, a fair agreement in the absolute values between experi-
iment and relativistic theory is found. Here, the prediction of the dipole-approximation (dashed-dotted line in Fig. 5a) overestimates considerably the experimental value for 132°. The extracted K-REC to L-REC intensity ratios at θ = 132° of 2.77 ± 0.12 (295 MeV/u, U^{92+} → N_2) and of 2.92 ± 0.14 (295 MeV/u, U^{92+} → Ar) are in remarkable agreement with the theoretical value of 2.84. The experimental cross-section ratios are determined much more precisely than the absolute cross section data, as they are only affected by the statistical uncertainty. The obtained results indicate strongly that the applied relativistic theory delivers a correct description of the REC process involving high-Z ions at relativistic collision energies. The discrepancy of the differential cross sections between the relativistic exact calculations and the non-relativistic approach (see dotted line in Fig. 5a) at 132° amounts to about 20%. The latter approach has been commonly used for the evaluation of total cross-sections for REC into the K-shell. The application of this approach to the discussed collision systems would underestimate the derived total K-REC cross-section values. Therefore, in this work, the total cross sections were extracted from the measured differential values via normalization to the relativistic exact angular distributions. The angular distributions predicted by the fully relativistic theory [8] could already be verified experimentally for the case of L-REC into the j-substates of He-like U^{90+} at a collision energy of 89 MeV/u [54].

In Fig. 10 the resulting total K-REC cross sections, normalized to the number of K-shell vacancies and to the number of available quasifree target electrons, are plotted as a function of the adiabaticity parameter η (for the cross-section values, compare also Table 1). The error bars shown in the Figure account for both the statistical as well as the systematic uncertainties of the individual measurements. The K-REC data which have been reported in the literature for high-Z systems (Z ≥ 54), i.e.: Xe^{54+} → Be at 197 MeV/u [19] and D_{7}^{66+} → Ar at 294 MeV/u [26], are given additionally.

The solid line in the Figure presents the predictions of the non-relativistic dipole-
approximation which was found to almost coincide with the relativistic exact calculation in the $Z$- and $\eta$-regime of interest (compare Fig. 6 in section 3). The experimental data are reasonably well described by this simple theoretical model. Within the experimental uncertainties, also the absolute values are in general agreement with this approach.

Fig. 11 comprises all the available K-REC data (for the low-$Z$ data compare Ref. [18, 22, 25, 28]). For each of the individual data-sets we plot only one error bar describing the systematic uncertainties as estimated by the authors. Generally, the statistical errors are smaller or comparable with the size of the data points. The bulk of data covers a $Z$ regime of $8 \leq Z \leq 92$ with $\eta$-values ranging from 0.1 up to about 10 and related kinetic beam energies between 1 MeV/u up to about 300 MeV/u. The results of the non-relativistic scaling law are given in addition (see Eq. (2)) (compare full line in Figure 11). Comparing Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 one has to emphasize that a 20% to 30% overall deviation between experiment and theory, reported by Stöhlker et al. [25], Tribedi et al. [27], and Vane et al. [28] as a common feature for the K-REC process seems to be slightly reduced if the high-$Z$ data are considered. Nevertheless, Fig. 11 demonstrates that a systematic discrepancy between experiment and theory still remains. For high-$Z$ systems the calculated relativistic angular distribution of REC was presumed in order to extract the proper total cross-section values. This procedure seems to be a crucial point in combining the experimentally observed differential values with total cross-section values for high-$Z$ systems. For lighter-$Z$ systems the ordinary dipole distribution was applied as it provides sufficient accuracy.

5 Total REC cross sections

In order to get additional information on radiative electron capture we present in Fig. 12 all available data for total electron capture from light target atoms into bare, high-$Z$
projectiles. The corresponding charge-changing cross sections, plotted in the Figure, are normalized to the number of target electrons. The data were collected at the BEVALAC and at the FRS/ESR facilities (for the BEVALAC data compare [20,57], for the FRS/ESR data see Table 1). The error bars given in the Figure are due to the statistical as well as to the systematic uncertainties of the individual measurements. For this data presentation we applied the same \( \eta \)-definition as given by Eq. (11). In Fig. 12 the presentation is restricted to the high-velocity regime where electron pick-up by the projectile from light target atoms is dominated by far by radiative capture. This feature is illustrated in Fig. 13 where the total electron-capture cross-sections are plotted versus target atomic number \( Z_T \) for 295 MeV/u bare uranium ions. The measured data are compared with theoretical predictions for the two competing electron-capture processes, i.e. for REC and for non-radiative electron capture (NRC). For NRC, the relativistic eikonal approximation was applied [58], which yields estimates for cross sections that are accurate within a factor of two [20,59]. For REC, the Stobbe theory [2] was used (section (2.1)). As seen in Fig. 13, a very good agreement between the predicted \( Z_T \)-dependence of the cross sections and the experimental data is observed. In particular, these experimental data illustrate that for \( Z_T \leq 13 \) the NRC contribution to the total electron pick-up can be neglected in the case of U\(^{92+} \) projectiles at 295 MeV/u. However, for the Ar target, NRC contributes considerably to the total capture cross-section. The same observation has already been discussed for H-like uranium projectiles at the same collision energy [60]. Moreover, we have to note that the presentation of Fig. 12 includes data from solid targets with typical densities of \( 10^{23} \) particles/cm\(^3 \) as well as from gaseous targets with densities of about \( 10^{13} \) particles/cm\(^3 \). Therefore, Fig. 13 clearly demonstrates that target density effects do not influence the electron capture probability for bare, high-Z ions at relativistic energies. This observation can be explained on the basis of the already discussed projectile \( n \)-dependence of the REC process (section 3). It was shown that
radiative capture predominantly occurs into the innermost bound projectile state. As a consequence, the K-REC and the L-REC cross-sections determine essentially the total cross section values. Therefore, it would be of interest to study possible density effects by using few-electron, high-Z ions where the K and L shells are fully or partially blocked.

The data plotted in Fig. 12 are compared with theoretical cross-section values. The exact relativistic cross-sections for various Z values diverge slightly at higher η-parameters (Fig. 7). Within the overall experimental accuracy the data are not sensitive on such a slight cross section variation with atomic number Z, in particular for lower η-values. Therefore, only the relativistic exact results for Z=80 are plotted in the Figure. The calculation considers REC into the K, L, and M shells of the projectile. The Z=80 value was applied as it is close to the atomic number of the projectile systems used at the largest η-values (compare Table 1 and Fig. 12). Additionally, the results of the non-relativistic approach are shown by the full line. In general, an excellent agreement between experiment and theory is found in Fig. 12. The experimental data are, within the error bars, not sensitive to the slight cross section variation predicted by the relativistic theory for different Z systems at one common η-parameter, especially for η ≤ 3. At the higher η-regime, the results of the fully relativistic calculation performed for Z=80 deviate already from the predictions of the non-relativistic approach. In fact, the result of the latter approach seems to underestimate slightly the measured cross sections at high η-values.

6 Summary and future aspects

For fast collisions of bare high-Z projectiles with low-Z target atoms, radiative electron capture is the only relevant charge changing process. In the present paper, we studied this process experimentally and theoretically for various high-Z projectiles up to uranium, with particular emphasis on K-shell capture. By measuring the x-rays emitted in coincidence
with the down-charge ions, we were able to obtain almost background-free REC spectra. In this way, we measured and analyzed (1) angle-differential cross sections, (2) cross sections for K-REC, and (3) total REC cross sections for capture into all shells.

(1) Angle-differential cross sections, gained by a detailed analysis of the spectral line shapes were compared with the results of fully relativistic calculations. The theoretically predicted pronounced deviations from a standard $\sin^2 \theta$ distribution (suggested by the non-relativistic dipole approximation) were found to be in good agreement with the experimental data. In fact, such an agreement between experiment and theory has already been found in the more complicated case of subshell-resolved L-REC of He-like uranium at 90 MeV/u [54]. Very good agreement has also been obtained for the L to K-REC differential cross-section ratio in $\text{U}^{92+} \rightarrow \text{N}_2$, Ar. In general, angle-differential REC cross sections are extremely sensitive to details of the atomic wave functions and, hence, give a detailed insight into the atomic structure of high-$Z$ projectile ions. Specifically, K-REC angular distributions are strongly influenced by magnetic transitions [8,51]. Because predictions of theoretical calculations have been confirmed in many examples, one may rely on this theory in cases in which total cross sections have been derived on the basis of the theoretical angular distribution by using experimental results obtained at only one observation angle. This point enters crucially into determination of all total cross sections discussed at length throughout the paper.

(2) By combining our new results with published K-REC data, we obtain a systematics of cross sections covering almost the entire range of projectile charges. It is found that, in general, the experimental results are in a good overall agreement with a scaling law derived from the non-relativistic dipole approximation. The various experimental data group closely together as a function of the adiabaticity parameter $\eta$ and follow a universal $\eta$ scaling. There is still a slight discrepancy of approximately 20% between the data and results of the non-relativistic dipole approximation. Although this approximation is not
valid for high-$Z$ projectiles, its results are close to those of exact relativistic calculations, an agreement that must be regarded as fortuitous.

(3) New data for REC into all projectile shells are combined with published data for $Z \geq 54$ and are presented in a systematic manner, similarly as for K-REC. As is the case for K-REC, the simple dipole approximation yields results that are very close to those of exact relativistic calculations including the K, L, and M shells. Also in this case there is an excellent agreement between experiment and theory for total cross sections. From these two findings one may conclude that it is appropriate, for practical purposes, to use the simple non-relativistic approach for estimating total REC cross sections even for high-$Z$ projectiles but not too high collision energies. This cross-section scaling is of interest, e.g. for furnishing a luminosity gauge in experiments dealing with light gaseous targets, as it yields simple but reliable cross-section estimates. For high beam energies ($E_{\text{kin}} > 500$ MeV/u) the application of the exact relativistic theory is certainly more appropriate. The remaining slight systematic discrepancy between theory and experiment is still an open question which may be resolved by angle-differential measurements for low-$Z$ as well as for high-$Z$ projectiles. It should be pointed out that the main contribution to total REC cross sections arises from K-REC. Therefore, if the projectile has an occupied K-shell, one should not apply the non-relativistic approach, since for higher shells the fortuitous agreement with exact results does not persist.

In the near future, one will be able to study the photon angular-distribution of RR directly by means of new electron target devices at storage-rings. This technique will provide a direct comparison between shell-resolved RR and REC cross sections, which opens up the possibility of examining the influence of the target atom on the REC process. A detailed test of the validity range of the commonly applied impulse approximation is needed, if one wants to extract spectroscopic information on the projectile atomic structure from the REC spectra [26,55]. For the latter, the recoil-ion momentum spectroscopy [61] pro-
vides a very sensitive tool, allowing to measure the target recoil momentum (disregarded in the impulse approximation) in coincidence with the momentum of the REC photon as well as in coincidence with the down-charged ions.
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Figure 1: Experimental set-up to measure electron capture at the storage ring ESR: Interaction region with the gas-jet is viewed by Ge(i) x-ray detectors. The x-ray emission is measured in coincidence with down-charged projectiles detected behind the next dipole magnet (not indicated in the figure).

Figure 2: Experimental set-up for charge-exchange measurements at the FRS: Heavy ions with an atomic number Z and with a selected initial charge state Q are focused on the reaction target (Be, C, or Al foils). Projectile X-rays are registered by two segmented Ge(i) detectors. The emerging charge states are analysed by the following two dipole stages. In order to keep this schematic view transparent the ion trajectories are presented in an oversimplified manner.

Figure 3: X-ray spectrum for 230 MeV/u Pb$^{81+} \rightarrow N_2$ collisions associated with projectiles which captured one electron. The spectrum was taken at the ESR storage ring at an observation angle of $\theta=132^\circ$. Note that the spectrum is not corrected for detection efficiency. X-ray energies are given in the laboratory frame.

Figure 4: Measured charge-state spectrum of incident H-like Au$^{78+}$ ions at 230 MeV/u after penetrating through a 400 $\mu$g/cm$^2$ thin C target.
Figure 5: Differential K-REC cross sections (a) and L-REC cross sections (b) are given by the full points for U^{92+} → N_2 collisions at 295 MeV/u. For comparison with the theoretical predictions for U^{92+} → N collisions the experimental cross section were divided by a factor of two. The solid lines in (a) and (b) give the corresponding relativistic angular-differential cross-section predictions [8]. The dashed-dotted line in (a) was calculated using the non-relativistic dipole-approximation (see Eq. (3)).

Figure 6: Calculated relativistic radiative recombination cross-sections [8] into the K-shell of projectiles with atomic number of Z=40, 60, 80, 100 (dashed lines) in comparison with the dipole-approximation [2] (full line) as a function of the η-parameter (compare Eq. (11)). For Z=40 the relativistic calculation coincides completely over the full η-range with the predictions of the dipole-approximation.

Figure 7: Calculated total relativistic radiative recombination cross-sections [8] for ions with atomic number of Z=40 (dashed-dotted line), Z=80 (dashed line) and Z=100 (dashed-dotted line) in comparison with the dipole-approximation [2] (full line) as a function of the η-parameter (compare Eq. (11)). For Z=60 the relativistic calculation coincides completely over the full η-range with the predictions of the dipole-approximation.

Figure 8: Relativistic radiative recombination cross-sections for capture into the K, K+L, and K+L+M shells for various projectiles (Z=40, 60, 80, 100) are plotted versus the projectile energy (for σ_K compare the dashed lines, for σ_K + σ_L the dashed-dotted lines, and for σ_K + σ_L + σ_M the full lines, respectively).
Figure 9: X-ray spectra corrected for the energy dependent detector efficiency for incident U$^{91+}$, U$^{92+}$ ions on N$_2$ and Ar targets at 295 MeV/u. The spectra were accumulated at the ESR gas-target in coincidence with the down-charged ions.

Figure 10: Measured K-REC cross sections for Z$\geq$54 normalized to the number of K-shell vacancies and to the number of target electrons in comparison with the dipole-approximation (solid line). The Xe and Dy data are taken from Ref. [19,26], respectively.

Figure 11: Total K-REC cross sections normalized to the number of K-shell vacancies and to the number of target electrons plotted versus the adiabaticity parameter $\eta$ (see Eq. 11) for different collision systems: F$\rightarrow$He [18], O$\rightarrow$H$_2$, He [28], Ca$\rightarrow$He [22], Ge$\rightarrow$H$_2$ [25], Xe$\rightarrow$Be [19], Dy$\rightarrow$Ar [26]. For the higher-Z data compare Table 1. The solid line gives the prediction of the non-relativistic dipole-approximation.

Figure 12: Total electron-capture cross-sections per target electron measured for heavy bare ions (Z $\geq$ 54) in collisions with light target atoms (molecules). The results are plotted as a function of the $\eta$-parameter and are compared with the result of a relativistic exact calculation for Z = 80 (dashed line) as well as with the prediction of the non-relativistic dipole-approximation (full line).
Figure 13: Total electron-capture cross-sections for bare U$^{92+}$ at 295 MeV/u colliding with gaseous targets (see ■ for U$^{92+}$ → N$_2$, Ar) and with solid targets (see ● for U$^{92+}$ → Be, C). For N$_2$ the cross section per atom is given. The results are compared with the theoretical cross-section predictions for the NRC and the REC processes (dashed and dotted line). The resulting total electron-capture cross-sections are given by the full line.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ion</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Energy (MeV/u)</th>
<th>Targets used</th>
<th>Experiment location</th>
<th>$\sigma^{K-REC}$ (barn)</th>
<th>$\sigma^{total}$ (barn)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>78+</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>FRS [46]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>326±65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>224</td>
<td>N(_2)</td>
<td>ESR [60]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>728±146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>230</td>
<td>N(_2)</td>
<td>ESR [62]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>602±120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>587</td>
<td>Al</td>
<td>FRS [46]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>255±51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>989</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>FRS [46]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>42±8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>989</td>
<td>Al</td>
<td>FRS [46]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>81±16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>81+</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>N(_2)</td>
<td>ESR [63]</td>
<td>263±79</td>
<td>728±218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>277</td>
<td>N(_2)</td>
<td>ESR [63]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>308±123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>82+</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>N(_2)</td>
<td>ESR [63]</td>
<td>535±161</td>
<td>1113±223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>82+</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>FRS [64]</td>
<td>680±136</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>116</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>FRS [64]</td>
<td>371±74</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>169</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>FRS [64]</td>
<td>239±48</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>83+</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>FRS [64]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1111±222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>91+</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>N(_2)</td>
<td>ESR [36]</td>
<td>290±87</td>
<td>706±141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>295</td>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>ESR [36]</td>
<td>588±176</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>92+</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>Be</td>
<td>FRS [36]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>323±65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>295</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>FRS [36]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>503±50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>295</td>
<td>N(_2)</td>
<td>ESR [36]</td>
<td>569±171</td>
<td>1084±217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>295</td>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>ESR [36]</td>
<td>1069±321</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Measured K-REC and total capture cross-sections related to REC for studied projectile-target combinations. The relevant parameters for the collision systems are given together with the experiment location at the SIS/ESR facility. The uncertainties quoted for the measured cross-section values comprises both systematic as well as the statistical errors.
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Figure C: K-Shell RR Cross Section vs. Adiabaticity Parameter $\eta$. The graphs show the relationship for different values of $Z$: $Z=40$, $Z=60$, $Z=80$, and $Z=100$.
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